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Velocity slice imaging for dissociative electron attachment
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A velocity slice imaging method is developed for measuring the angular distribution of fragment
negative ions arising from dissociative electron attachmentsDEAd to molecules. A low energy
pulsed electron gun, a pulsed field ion extraction, and a two-dimensional position sensitive detector
consisting of microchannel plates and a wedge-and-strip anode are used for this purpose. Detection
and storage of each ion separately for its position and flight time allows analysis of the data offline
for any given time slice, without resorting to pulsing the detector bias. The performance of the
system is evaluated by measuring the angular distribution of O− from O2 and comparing it with
existing data obtained using conventional technique. The capability of this technique in obtaining
forward and backward angular distribution data is shown to have helped in resolving one of the
existing problems in the electron scattering on O2. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of charged particle imaging techniques h
been used in atomic collision studies based on the tim
flight technique.1 Measurement of all three momentum co
ponents including multiparticle coincidence has b
achieved in several of these experiments on ion-a
molecule collisions and photoionization and intense
ionization of atoms and molecules.2–4 Velocity map imaging
is another technique used in photodissociati5

photodetachment,6 and photoionization experiments7 to mea-
sure the two momentum components in a given plan
interest. Though the velocity map imaging originally dev
oped by Eppink and Parker necessitates the use of a su
inversion procedure to determine the velocity vectors o
products,5 recent developments in this area allow the di
mapping of the velocity vectors without an invers
procedure.8,9 In these experiments, the Newton spheres o
product species are allowed to expand in all three direc
while they are transported to the detector unlike the orig
technique5 in which they were allowed to expand only in t
plane parallel to the two-dimensional detector. From a g
Newton sphere, the particular slice which had no velo
component initially in the direction perpendicular to the
tector plane is selectively detected by allowing the dete
to be active only in a given narrow time interval with app
priate pulsing of detector bias voltage. A time-resolved e
counting based on a double exposure charge-coupled d
sCCDd camera has recently been reported to obtain
dimensional velocity components as a function of time w
1 ns resolution.10

In all these charged particle imaging techniques, the
ticles are generated using neutral beams, photons, or
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projectiles such that imaging could be carried out by ap
ing suitable electric or electric1 magnetic fields to get o
timum performance. Here we describe the use of the vel
map imaging for low energy electron collision experime

Dissociative ionization and dissociative electron att
ment sDEAd are important processes occurring in elect
molecule collisions. The dynamics of these processes
be obtained only from the kinetic energies and angular
tribution of the products. The angular distribution meas
ments are particularly important for the case of DEA, du
the selection rules, which connects the states of the ne
molecule to the negative ion resonant states and the or
tion of the neutral molecule with respect to the incom
electron momentum vector.11 Thus the angular distributio
contains information on the symmetry of the negative
state and the angular momentum of the electron that
captured.12 Angular distribution measurements in DEA ha
been reported for several molecules using the conven
method of physically moving the detector with respect to
electron beam direction.13–16 This method has an angu
range of at best 20 to 160 deg, due to the geometrical
tations. Moreover the sequential nature of the measure
makes it time consuming and prone to systematic errors
recent efforts toward carrying out electron collisions fr
excited molecules necessitated us to work with pulsed
tron beams of poor duty cycles and very small target
ecule densities.17,18 We found that the suitable implemen
tion of a velocity map imaging allowed us to overcome th
limitations and obtain angular information in full 0 to 1
deg range on either side.

II. SELECTION OF THE IMAGING SCHEME

The DEA in molecules occur right from zero elect

energies, depending on the molecules. The electron beams

© 2005 American Institute of Physics7-1
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are produced generally using thermionic emission f
heated filaments and the electrons being guided by a
netic field. These guns could provide currents in the rang
tens of microamperes and in nanoamperes after mono
matization in the dc mode of operation. If the experime
are to be done on excited molecules, the electron gun h
be operated in the pulsed mode with repetition rates m
ing with the lasers used for preparing the molecules in
excited states, so that the signal from the excited stat
small number densities are not lost in the signal from
ground state molecules. The pulsed mode of operation
provides a way of applying sufficiently strong ion extract
fields to enable their complete extraction and mass ana
irrespective of their kinetic energies. With the current te
nology, the repetition rates of lasers with enough powe
the ultraviolet are in the 100 Hz region. In order to ob
reasonable current at such low repetition rates, the p
width of the gun should be several hundred nanosec
This type of pulse widths is much larger than the laser p
widths used in photodissociation or photoionization exp
ments where velocity map imaging has been tradition
employed. In other collision experiments employing th
dimensional momentum spectrometers the time resol
needed is provided by coincidence measurements. We
ized that the constraint related to the fairly large pulse w
in electron beams could be overcome if we adapt the vel
slice imaging developed by Gebhardt and coworkers.8 In this
technique the cloud of ions were allowed to expand f
while after the ionizing laser pulse, before they were
tracted by a pulsed electric field. This technique emine
suited our purpose since we had an electron beam of
large pulse width and the electric field could be applied
after the electron pulse to prevent it from affecting the
energy electron beam. However, we have used a diff
approach to time slice the Newton spheres by recording
event separately and carrying out offline analysis instea
pulsing the detector bias.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The schematic of the experimental arrangement is g
in Fig. 1. It contained a magnetically collimated and pu
electron gun, a Faraday cup to measure the current, an
sive molecular beam, a time-of-flight velocity map imag
electrode system, and a two-dimensional position sens
detector with associated data acquisition system. The ex
ment was carried out in a vacuum chamber, which
pumped down to few times 10−9 Torr using a 2000 l/s turb
pump and scroll pump arrangement.

A. Electron gun and the molecular beam

A gun in the Pierce geometry was used to produce
electron beam with a heated tungsten filament acting a
source of electrons. The beam was collimated by a mag
field produced by a set of Helmholtz coils kept outside
vacuum chamber. The typical magnetic field used in
present experiment was 50 G. The gun was pulsed by a
ing a negative bias on the electrode in front of the Pi

element with respect to the filament and overriding it with a
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positive pulse of appropriate width and amplitude and
nanosecond rise time. This pulse was derived from a p
generator, which acted as the source for all timing pu
necessary for the experiment. After going through the i
action region, the electron beam was collected in a Far
cup.

The width of the electron gun pulse could be varied f
25 ns to 1µs. The height of the pulses was a few volts. In
present experiment the repetition rate was kept at abo
kHz, with a time averaged current of a few nanoamp
s1–2 nAd at a pulse width of 200 ns. The energy resolutio
the electron beam was about 0.5 eV.

The molecular target was provided by an effusive b
from a capillary array, which was mounted on the pu
plate of the ion extraction arrangement without being
lowed to stick out into the interaction region. The axis of
molecular beam was along the axis of the time-of-fl
setup. The capillary array was held at the same potent
the pusher plate.

B. Ion optics for velocity map imaging

The ion optics for the velocity map imaging is shown
Fig. 2 and is very similar to what has been used in Re
except that we avoided using any wire mesh. It consiste
a three-electrode arrangement and a 50 mm long flight

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Schematic of the experimental setup.

FIG. 2. Scaled schematic of the ion optics for velocity map imagingsall

dimensions are in millimetersd.
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The assembly was mounted horizontally, with its axis pa
lel to the molecular beam direction and perpendicular to
electron beam. The three electrodes were made of 70
diameter oxygen-free high conductivity copper plates wi
coat of colloidal graphite. The flight tube had an inner di
eter of 48 mm and was made of nonmagnetic stainless
The first of the three electrodesspusher electroded had a cen
tral hole of 1.2 mm diameter in order to introduce the e
sive molecular beam at right angles to the electron bea
the interaction region. The second electrodespuller elec-
troded and the third electrodeslensd had 20 mm diamete
apertures at their centers. The flight tube had 20 mm ent
aperture and 50 mm diameter exit aperture towards th
tector. The separation between the pusher and puller
trodes was 10 mm whereas the lens electrode was sep
by 5 mm gaps on either side. During the experiment,
optimum voltages for the best velocity map imaging for−

ions from O2 at an electron energy of 8 eV was determi
by adjusting the voltage ratios applied to the pusher, the
electrode, and the flight tube with the puller electrod
ground potential. The voltages thus determined were fo
to be pretty close to the values obtained using ion trajec
calculations done prior to the experiments.

The ion trajectory simulations were carried out for i
of a relatively large kinetic energy of 2 eV. The size of
ion source in the present case was limited by the size o
molecular beam as the capillary array was 5 mm away
the interaction region. The electron gun had apertures
than 1 mm in size and was collimated by the magnetic fi
For reasonable electron beam current, we had to opera
gun with about 100–200 ns pulse width. For an electron
pulse width of 200 ns and an extraction pulse delay of 20
sso that necessary blooming of the ion cloud occurs for
slicing purposed the O− ions of 2 eV energy spread out to
maximum distance of 2 mm in all directions for isotro
distribution. Since we needed to keep the interaction re
field free during the electron pulse and we were not u

any grids to prevent field leakage, we had to keep the overa
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voltages as low as possible. For a 40 mm diameter det
this necessitated using relatively short flight tube. With th
constraints and a source volume of diameter 4 mm, we
mized the voltages for optimum velocity map imaging c
ditions, using ion trajectory calculations. We found the
lowing voltages to be optimum: pusher electrode at222 V,
puller electrode at ground potential, lens electrode at126 V,
flight tube at1130 V, and front end of multichannel pla
sMCPd detector at1190 V. All the above voltages we
taken as dc voltages in our calculations. In real experim
we used a pulsedspulse height:222 V and width: 1µsd
extraction voltage at pusher electrode and on the other
trodes we used dc voltages. In actual measurements we
to optimize the performance of the velocity map imaging
changing the voltage ratios obtained from the calculation
did not find much deviation from the calculated values.

C. Position sensitive detector and data acquisition
system

We used aZ stack of three MCPs of 48 mm active a
as the detector. A wedge-and-stripsW&Sd anode was use
for obtaining the two-dimensional position information19

The schematic of the data acquisition system is shown in
3. Signals from the W & S anode were capacitively cou
to a set of charge-sensitive preamplifierssCASTA, Roent
Dekd. These were amplified further using spectroscopy
plifiers before being fed into a four-channel computer a
mated measurement and controlsCAMACd-based nuclea
analog-to-digital convertersADCd sCM60, 4Kd. The ADC
had a conversion time of 3.5µs per input and measured
peak of the positive input signals. The conversion was
ated by external fast nuclear instrumentation modulesNIM d
strobe input, which had been generated from the time ou
of the preamplifiers. A gate widthswhich could be adjuste
from 100 ns to 5µsd of about 3µs was generated, trigger
by this external strobe signal. The delay between the s

FIG. 3. Block diagram for the data a
quisition system.
llpulse and the gate was kept,250 ns. During the gate width
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the peak value of all four inputs were detected and stretc
the peak position of all inputs were within the gate signa
fast timing amplifier was used to amplify the timing sig
derived from the rear end of the MCPZ stack and afte
discrimination; this signal was used as a STOP pulse of t
to-amplitude converter for the time-of-flight determinati
The ADC and the controller module were housed in a
MAC mini cratesKinetic System, Model: 1507d connected t
a peripheral componant interfacesPCId card via a CC 200
crate controller. This crate controller and the ADC mentio
above were supplied by Electronics Division, Bha
Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai. Once the charge sig
had been digitized, the impact positions of the ions onto
detector were calculated from simple standard expressi

X = S/sS+ W+ Md,

Y = W/sS+ W+ Md.

S, W, andM refer to the charge signals measured from s
wedge, and meander respectively.

The data were acquired using the programLAMPS
20,21

running on Linux operating system. The positionsX, Y were
defined as pseudoparameters inLAMPS and the position spe
tra were displayed online. The data were collected in
mode and the same program was used in the offline an
as described below.

IV. EXPERIMENTS ON O2

Our system was tested for its performance by stud
the formation of O− from O2 by DEA. The formation of O−

from O2 is known to appear as a broad peak centered a
eV.22,23These ions are also formed with considerable kin
energy, which have been measured by several worker24,25

The angular distribution of O− from O2 has also been me
sured at a number of electron energies around the reso
peak13 using the conventional turn-table arrangement. In
present measurements, we first obtained the ion yield c
using the voltage conditions appropriate for velocity m
ping and by selecting the time window corresponding to−

ions. The position of the peak obtained from the ion y
curve was used to calibrate the energy scale. The ion
curve is shown in Fig. 4. The velocity map images w
taken at three different electron energies, at the energy
responding to the peak in the ion yield curve, and 1.5
from the peak on either side. A typical time-of-flightsTOFd
spectrum of O− at the 6.5 eV is shown in Fig. 5. The io
ejected towards the flight tube direction appear as a
peak in the TOF spectrum followed by a slight dip in
center and a relatively broader peak indicating the
ejected away from the flight tube direction. Since there
no clear-cut minimum in the TOF signal, which could
directly related to the ions ejected at 90 deg to the flight
direction, we analyzed the list mode data for tw
dimensional distribution with time slices of 50 ns each
tween the two peaks of the TOF distribution. This gave
time-sliced velocity map images with annular distribution
the type shown in Fig. 6. From these images we picked
one with largest diameter since ions ejected at 90 deg

respect to the flight tube axis would have maximum range in
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the detector plane. We found that within a 200 ns time ra
in the central section of the TOF distribution, these r
were similar within statistical errors. The time-sliced ima
obtained at three incident electron energies along with
corresponding three-dimensional plots with intensity as
third axis is shown in Fig. 6. The direction of the elect
beam for the images on the left panel is vertically down.
intensity distribution along the radius of these patt
should provide information on the kinetic energy distri
tions of the ions. The kinetic energy of the ions should
proportional to square of the radius of the annular patter
there is no electrostatic lens along the flight path. Sinc
employed such a lens in the velocity mapping, the distr
tion was found not to follow this relationship from a co
parison of the data taken at different electron energies.
in order to obtain the kinetic energy data from these ima
one may need to resort to some calibration procedure. H
ever, the data clearly show the angular distribution of
ions with very good resolution. The uniformity of the data
both the halves about the electron beam direction empha
the absence of any systematic errors in the imaging pro
including efficiency variation on the detector surface

FIG. 4. Ion yield curve for the formation of O− from O2 by DEA. The
arrows represent the electron energies where the velocity map imag
reported.

−
FIG. 5. Time-of-flight mass spectrum of Ofrom O2 taken at 6.5 eV.
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may arise due to the relatively small accelerationsabout 200
Vd the ions underwent before they struck the detector.

The angular distribution of the ions from the time-slic
velocity map images were obtained by integrating over
range of radius over which the annular ring appears and
ting it as a function of the angle. Such plots normalized w
respect to the intensities at 90 deg are given in Fig. 7 at
different electron energies and in the angular range from
360 deg at 2 deg intervals. As expected the angular dis
tions show almost identical behavior from 0 to 180 deg
180 to 360 deg at all the three energies, highlighting
quality and consistency of the data. In order to check
performance of the experiment we compared the presen
with what is available in the literature,13 obtained using th
conventional method in the range of 20 to 160 deg. Th
shown in Fig. 8. Here again the plots are normalized
respect to the intensities at 90 deg. The two sets of data
FIG. 6. sColor onlined Time sliced ve
locity map images of O− from O2 at
three different electron energies. T
left panel shows a two-dimension
pattern we obtained after time slicin
The electron beam direction is ve
cally down. The right panel shows t
corresponding three-dimensional d
tribution with intensity as thez axis.
These distributions have been rota
through 35 deg in the counter cloc
wise direction.
to agree with each other very well in the overlapping angular
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FIG. 7. sColor onlined Angular distribution of O− from O2. The squares
circles, and triangles are the data at electron energies of 5.0, 6.5, and

respectively.
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range. Our data used in these figures were collected fo
duration of 2–3 h. Apart from the speed of measuremen
present technique provides simultaneous measurement
angular distribution over the entire range of angles.
eliminates different sources of systematic errors possib
the conventional technique related to the electron beam
ditions and maintenance of identical geometric factors.
advantage of covering the entire angular range is brough
very clearly in the nonzero value of the intensity in the
ward and backward directions seen in the O− data as dis
cussed below.

As mentioned in Sec. I angular distribution is depend
on the symmetry of the resonant state and the angular
menta of the attached electrons. For a given electron inc
momentumk, the ion intensityI at the angular coordinat
su ,wd is given by the expression12

Isk,u,fd = o
umu
U o

l=umu

a

almskdYlmsu,fdU2

.

Here, almskd is energy dependent expansion coefficient
Ylmsu ,wd are the spherical harmonics withm=L f − uLiu and
l ù umu.

The data from the previous measurements appeared
well with the functional formusinu+5b8 sinu cos2 uu2 for
specific values ofb8.13 This functional form corresponds to
single resonant state ofPu characteristics. According to th
functional form the angular distribution should have z
intensity in the forward and backward directions. Howe
recent electron inelastic scattering experiments26 have shown
that there is a broad peak centered at 9 eV and in the ran
6 to 16 eV in the cross section for excitation of vibratio
levels of the ground electronic state of O2. For incident elec
tron energy of 9 eV, it was found that vibrational levels
the way fairly close to the dissociation limit of O2 ground
state are excited26 and it was suggested that this is due
resonant scattering from the4Su

− state. Further inelastic sca

FIG. 8. sColor onlined Comparison of the angular distribution of O− ions
from O2 using velocity map imaging with those obtained using a con
tional technique. The open squares, circles, and triangles are the d
electron energies of 5.57, 6.70, and 7.80 eV, respectively, from Ref. 1
the filled squares, circles, and triangles are the present data at elect
ergies 5.0, 6.5, and 8.0 eV respectively.
tering experiments and theoretical calculations have show
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the existence of the4Su
− state.27 The vibrational excitatio

data show that this state has sufficiently long autodetach
lifetime to manifest in the DEA channel also. If the4Su

− state
contribute to the DEA, the angular distribution of O− should
have finite intensity in the forward and backward directio
Since the previous angular distribution measurements di
indicate the presence of the4Su

− state, it has remained
puzzle. However, our measurements clearly show non
intensity in the forward and backward directions. It is a
seen that the forward and backward cross sections inc
as the electron energy is increased. We find that a fit u
both 2Pu and 4Su

− states agree very well with our data.
detailed analysis of this will be presented elsewhere. W
we wish to point out here is the importance of the meas
ments in the forward and backward directions in this typ
collision experiments. Though our data are in agreem
with the previous reports in the range of angles20 to 160
degd where there is overlap, the conclusions from the two
of measurements are different. This shows the importan
having data in the entire angular range, particularly in
forward and backward directions.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

As discussed in the previous section, the present ex
ment seems to work quite well based on the comparison
the previously available data. However we experime
with various parameters used in the experiment in ord
test their robustness and range of validity. These are
cussed below.

A. Electron gun pulse width and extraction delay

Since the ions were extracted from the interaction re
after some delay depending on the electron beam pulse
and the delay in the extraction pulse, the ion cloud bloo
in the interaction region depending on the initial veloc
Since we were interested in keeping as large an ele
pulse width as possible for experiments involving low ta
densities or low cross sections, we investigated the pe
mance of the system by measuring the time-sliced vel
map image as a function of these two parameters, w
keeping the other constant. We found that we got satisfa
performance for a combined pulse width and extraction p
delay up to 700 ns in the case of O− from O2 for the combi-
nation of voltages we employed. Beyond this time the
formance appeared to deteriorate. Since the volume to w
the ions spread depends on their velocity, what we obse
may not be applicable to all cases, but could be taken
general guideline. The optimization will have to be car
out according to the situation. As stated earlier, the data
sented here were collected with an electron gun pulse w
and delay of 200 ns each.

B. Effect of the magnetic field

In our measurements we used a homogeneous ma
field in order to collimate the electron beam. The ions w
extracted and collected perpendicular to the magnetic
direction. The Lorentz force acting on the ions was expe

at
d
n-
nto affect their trajectories and their subsequent positions on
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the detector depending on the magnetic field strength. It
found that by changing the magnetic field strength from
to 100 G and its direction, the whole image was shifting
position on the detector without changing the shape o
image. The observed shift was found to be consistent
the strength and direction of the field and the ion mass
velocity. The data presented here were collected with a
netic field of about 50 G.

Another important aspect of the presence of the m
netic field in the present experiment was its effect on
angular resolution of the experiment. The limiting ang
resolution sud is related to the transverse energy spr
sDEtransd in the electron beam and its longitudinal ene
sElongd through the relation

u = tan−1ÎDEtran

Elong
.

This was an aspect we had been quite concerned abou
from the conceptual stage of the experiment. If one cons
all the observed energy spread of 0.5 eV in our experime
equally contributed by the transverse and longitudinal
tributions, at the electron energy of 5 eV, the angular res
tion would be about617.5 deg and at lower electron en
gies this could be worse. Apparently, the pres
measurements on O− from O2 at 5 eV do not show any effe
due to such poor angular resolution as the present dat
pears to be in excellent agreement with that reported wi
angular resolution of61.2 deg.13 This may be due to the fa
that most of the contribution for the energy spread coul
arising from the longitudinal contribution. There is no cl
cut way of measuring the transverse and longitudinal en
spread separately. An estimate of the upper limit of the tr
verse spread may be determined by carrying out a reta
potential energy measurement by either measuring the
tron beam current or the DEA signal. Early measurem
using retarding potential measurements with similar elec
guns in the presence of a magnetic field have shown tha
energy resolution could be as low as 0.1 eV.28 We carried ou
an analysis of the angular spread on the data due t
transverse energy spread of the electron beam assum
Gaussian distribution of energy and taking the functio
form corresponding to contributions from both the2Pu and
the 4Su

− states. For a given half-width of the energy distri
tion, the angular spread was calculated at each point i
energy and using appropriate weight, it was convolved
the above functional form. This was compared with our m
sured data and thex2 were evaluated. The process was
peated with different half-widths for the transverse elec
energy spread until thex2 reached minimum. We found th
the transverse energy spread thus obtained could ha
maximum value of 80 meV. The corresponding ang
spread at 5 eV is about 7 deg. This analysis shows tha
transverse energy spread is indeed small as seen fro
previous retarding potential measurements. We also f
that even the 7 deg angular spread seems to have a rela
small effect on the accuracy of determining the angular
tribution as compared to the statistical errors, primarily
to the slow varying nature of the angular distribution fu

tion in the present case. In general, the angular distribution
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arising from DEA are slow varying functions as the proc
is generally dominated by the capture of electrons
smaller angular momentum. Hence the measurements
not demand extremely high angular resolution. However
angular resolution problem has to be kept in mind w
using this technique for magnetically collimated low ene
electron beams. The angular resolution could be impr
with improvement in electron energy resolution.

Very recently, a comparative study of three different s
ing methods for velocity map imagingsVMI d has been re
ported for photodissociation experiments,29 in which it is
pointed out that the use of a grid on the puller electrode
application of delayed extraction by pulsing both the pu
and puller electrodes, leads to more reliable kinetic en
data. Though we have tried to implement it, our efforts h
not succeeded so far due to electrical interference a
wedge-and-strip anode used to record position informa
Unlike a CCD camera based position readout, which is
in the above photodissociation experiments, the presen
tem makes use of charge integrating amplifiers and hen
very susceptible to electrical noise.
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